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ABSTRACT. Tho scattering of low-energy neutrons by a potential F(r) = —(F+ilF) 
[1-f is calculated by applying a method of Lanezos (1938) for solving the
SchrOdlhgor equation. Tho n(3utron strength function Tn^!^ which is the ratio oi‘ tho 
average valiio of m’titron width to lev^ ol spacing is obtained from the sijattcring amplitude. 
That this analytic method of solution is fairly exact is borne out by the fact that our results 
agree closely with the finding of Feshbach, Porter and Woisskopf (1054) who have solved 
numoricttlly tho differential equation with tho same potential.
1 N T K O D U C I O N
A number of investigations (Feshbach et ah,  1954; Feshbaeh, 1958) have 
been made in interpreting the interaction of slow neutrons with a nucleus taking 
the nuclear potential to be complex. The resonance structure of neutron strength 
function has been first discussed by Feshbach, Porter and Weisskopf (1954) and 
t-hey calculated the strength function with a complex square well potential. Latiu* 
on Feshbach (1958) liave solved numerically the Schrodinger equation with the 
Woods-Saxon potential and the results so obtained have nearly the same general 
pattern as those of the complex square well. The agreement with experimental 
findings is fair, Feshbach obtained for the value of Y n j D  at =  155,one maxi­
mum whereas the experimental results indicate two small peaks.
The object of the present paper is to solve analytically the Schrodinger 
equation with the Woods-Saxon potential for the case of positive energy states, 
the method employed here is due to Lanezos (1938) which we have already applied 
to solve the bound state problem (1960). Previously Lawson (1956) has obtained 
a solution of this problem in the form of infinite series the terms of whi(;h converge 
very badly, as such the solution of Lawson is not so useful in its application to 
physical problems. In our case if we take the solution up to eighth term the 
error in the differential equation is of the order of 1 in 10®. Our results agree 
well with similar ones o f Feshbach (1958).
In the theory o f Feshbach, Porter and Weisskopf (1954) it is shown that for
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very low energy neutrons the scattering amplitude averaged 
given by over resonances is
Fo==e^"'^^'(l-7rTvZ>) ... (1)
This gives TnlD which is the ratio of the average value of neutron widtli to level 
spacing and R jE  where R  has the dimension of length and is a slowly varying 
function o f energy. The magnitude of R  is o f the order of imclc'ar diim^nsion 
and it plays the role o f scattering length; K  average total
cross section (Feshbach et ah, 1954) is
<o> =  IL iToMi
47Tii'*+ TnjD (2)
M A T H E M A T I C A L  F O R M r C A T r O N  AND KKSUJ- TS 
The interaction potential between the neulioii and the nucleuH is taken as 
V{r) =  _ (F -fiF )| l-|  e('--K)/“ ] ‘
where i2 is a measure o f the nuclear size and a is the diffusivity parameter. The 
Schrodinger equation for I — 0, scattering with the above potential may be written 
as
A*d^u , 
dx  ^ l+/ye=
0 (3)
^  Ea^; (V-^-iW)a^\ II ^where x =rla; K'^
The wave function u=r^  satisfies the necessary boundary ( onditions for 
scattering at x = 0  and x—> oo.
In the region Ji ^  r <  co we may write the solution as
- ••• '■*)
where is the scattering amplitude averaged over neutron resonance energies.
We now make a transformation of the independent variable from x to 
p  =  such that the new independent variable varies from 0 to 1. Tlicn
E+ satisfies the differential equation
D ± (F ± )  -  0,
d*F.,
djfl
D ± (F ^ )  =  1>(2)+1) ^  +(p+l)(l=F2iiSr') +A*F,trn dF idp
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Applying the suggestion of Lanczos (1938) we now modify the differential equation 
by equating it to an error term proportional to Tshebysheff’s polynomial T,iip) 
instead of to zero.
0 ± (^ i ) - -= T ± T ,(p )
Let Tn[p) =
Now wc put the finite series
(5)
(6)
(7)
in the differential Eq. (5) and comparing the coefficdents of the same power of 
p on both sides of the equation wo get the recursion formulae
7^_Br ^  a r±[X^+r(r^2 iK ')]+af^^-^[(r- i l ) { r+ ]^ - 2 iK ' ) ,
— «»=^[A2-f ... (8)
These relations will determine the coefficients (if^ of the approximate solutions 
and the factor which estimates the error of the approximation in terms of
In tlie region 0 <  r ^  R we write the solution as
v\x) =  e '^^% • • • (9)
where y — \/A  ^ 1 J
We make a transformation of the inde})cndont variable from x to q -- 1 ) - - 1 )
such that the new independent variable varuvs fj’oin 0 t-o 1. Then J \ satisfies 
the differential E(p
■A' /^± = 0 (10)
(neglecting terms involving ji 10~®) w e take
/ i  ... (11)
and get as before the recursion formulae to determine br^ and r ± '  which estimates 
the error in terms of h^ .
t ' ± B t =  ?>/•=‘^ |-A *+ » •(» ■ ± 2 ^ r) ]+ ft,+ ^± [(r- |-J )(> •^ - lr f-2 ^7 )]
r'±B n~bl-„[—X^+n(n±'liy)\ ... (12)
From the continuity of the solution u and its derivative we obtain
f [(A G -CE)e^ir^i^+{CF-AH ) ]
Vo e — 2iK'jro
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where
^  ~  S a r  i? — S Or+
r^ O ra*0
- i K ' A -  2  ra -r l^
D  =  iK 'B -  S
r«i
f  =  f  6.
r=o r«o
6^  ^  2*7^+ X ; H —-^iyE [ 2  r6r“  ;1 r i^
From equations (1) and (3 3) we ol)tain the expression for Tf,ID and R'/R which 
are caleulatod with the follo^\i j^  ^ values of the i)aramot('rs Fo — 52MeV; W --  
3.12 MeV; R =  (1.15.4^ ^  ^ | 0.4)10“ ^^  cm, a — 0.57 xl0~^^ om. The parameters 
arc the same as taken by Feshbaeh et aL (105S) who o>)tained the neutron strength 
function by nmnerieally solving the Schrodinger equatiem with the same pot(»ntial. 
The curves olT,<°/Z> (normalised to 1 ev) and R'/R are y)iotted against mass number
Ko,r. 1. ItaUo I^o/jD of neutron width to lev^ -l spacing. Hero T » “/i> «  normalised 
to 1 ov.
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2. Ratio of potential scattering length R ' to nuclear radius R.
in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 and compared with the experimental results. In the experi­
ment the minimum in Yn ID between the two resonances is deeper than the theory 
predicts and the peak at ^ — 155 is much broader, lower and irregular than that 
of the calculated curve. A better fit o fT ’„‘ /^Z> at ^  =  155 has been obtained by 
Margolis et at. (1957) who has rej)laced the spherical square well by a spheroidal 
square well with the idea that the nuclei in this region are not spherically symme­
trical. Similarly, in the R'/R curve closer agreement with the experimental 
results may be obtained for nuclei with A  =  200 if the deformation of these nuclei 
is taken into account. In our curve o f Yn^ /D the two maxima occur at ^  = 4 8  
and 155 whereas in the calculation of Feshbach (1958) they occur at .4 =  55 
and 155. Except for this shift o f the peak point the two curves agree closely. The 
value of R'jR at about ^  =  43 is minimum in both the cases, but our value is 
numerically higher than that o f Feshbach (1958); in all other regions the agreement 
between the two is good. Unfortunately there is no experimental result in the 
region ^  =  43 to indicate which one is superior to the other. In Fig. 3 we present 
for different elements the average total cross section (sum of elastic scattering and 
nuclear reactions) of neutrons of energy 500 eV in the unit of nR^,
The series solution given here has the advantage that the number of terms to 
be taken in the polynomial is determined by the degree of aceuraey one desires in
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Fig. 3. Calculated total cross section of neutrons as a function of niass nuiiddM’.
the differentia] equation. For an accuracy of 1 in HV* in the differential e(|uation 
it is sufficient to take a polynomial of the order of 8 whereas it is nec(\sHary to 
take several times this ntimber of terms to achieve the same aecura(\y in Lawson’s 
(1956) series.
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